NUMO

Introducing your new Numo sleeping mat.
2 - 3 season full length ultralight and compact sleeping mat favoured by lightweight Alpinists, bikepackers and trekkers alike.

INSTRUCTIONS

ADVICE

Inflation
Open the valve and add a few breaths to add air pressure for the desired level of comfort. Close the valve and
your Numo is now ready for action.
Deflation
Open the valve, fold the mat into 3 or 4 and sit on the mat until all the air is squashed out. Roll from one end
towards the valve end. Close the valve and pack.
Storage
Make sure your Numo is stored dry, unrolled, with the valve open. If stored rolled up then mildew may form and
moisture trapped inside may result in delamination. This is not covered by warranty. If your Numo has noticeable
signs of moisture inside it, partially inflate and hang upside down with the valve open.
Cleaning
Keeping your Numo clean will make sure that dirt, damp and other materials do not degrade the mat. To clean,
inflate the mat and close the valve. Wash with Nikwax Tech Wash, mild soap or similar cleaning product and
rinse. Leave unrolled to dry, and don’t forget to open the valve.
Repairing punctures
Numo comes supplied with repair patches inside its stuffsack. Before applying the patch make sure the surface
is clean and dry. Cut the patch to a suitable size and apply the adhesive to both the patch and mat. Allow to
cure until the glue becomes tacky and then apply the patch. Keep pressure on the patch until the glue has dried.
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Always check for puncture
hazards under mat area when
setting camp (sharp rocks, sticks,
thorns or hedgehogs).
Use a ground cloth beneath mat if
not sleeping in a tent.
It’s not a flotation device, even
on swelteringly hot days at the
beach.
Do not pressurize or inflate with
a pump.
Do not leave in direct sunlight for
prolonged periods. If leaving in
a hot tent during the day deflate
the mat as the pressure inside
the mat will increase and may put
undue stress on the seams.
3 Year Alpinelite Guarantee
Your mat is warrantied for 3 years
against defects in materials or
workmanship.
If the mat is found defective
under the warranty we will repair
or replace it at our discretion
free of charge. Mats may be
replaced with a fully guaranteed
but cosmetically irregular
replacement.
Normal wear, puncture, misuse,
alteration or abuse is not covered.

Full product and customer support can be found online at:
ww.alpkit.com/support or email us on: support@alpkit.com

